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Abstract
This is a study of orbifold-quotients of quantum groups (quantum orbifolds Θ Ñ Gq).
These structures have been studied extensively in the case of the quantum SU2 group. I will
introduce a generalized mechanism which allows one to construct quantum orbifolds from any
compact simple and simply connected quantum group. Associated with a quantum orbifold
there is an invariant subalgebra as well as a crossed product algebra. For each spin quantum
orbifold, there is a unitary equivalence class of Dirac spectral triples over the invariant subal-
gebra, and for each effective spin quantum orbifold associated with a finite group action, there
is a unitary equivalence class of Dirac spectral triples over the crossed product algebra. As an
application I will study a Hopf-equivariant Fredholm index problem.
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Introduction
I.1. Quantum Orbifolds. There are well known cases of actions of the circle group T on the
quantum group SU2q, [1]. The algebra of polynomial functions CrSU2qs accepts left and right
actions of the dual Hopf algebra Uqpsu2q (Drinfeld-Jimbo algebra) which is a noncocommutative
Hopf algebra. It is therefore rather surprising that the T-algebra structures in CrSU2qs exist.
However, the key point is that the circle group T can be embedded onto a subset of group-like
elements in the algebra of symmetries of CrSU2qs and this makes the T-algebra structures in
CrSU2qs possible. Another interesting feature in these actions is that, at least in certain special
cases, the T-algebra would seem to describe a noncommutative orbifold rather than a manifold. The
orbifold phenomenon occurs naturally when the left and the right action are applied simultaneously.
In this work I will generalize the ideas discussed in the previous paragraph to the compact simple
and simply connected quantum groups. The motivation is to construct models for potentially
singular noncommutative spaces, rather than develop free actions. A maximal torus of the Lie
group G can be embedded onto a subset of group-like elements of the symmetry algebra of the
quantum group. Then the torus, or any of its closed subgroup, is given an action on the quantum
group which applies the left and the right symmetries simultaneously. It is not difficult to construct
such actions explicitly. In Section 3 I will study the case of quantum SU3 in details and write down
all the possibilities. Associated with any of these actions there are two algebras of interest: the
crossed product algebra and the invariant subalgebra. However, the purpose of this work is to keep
the discussion on a theoretical level and I will not make an attempt to classify all these algebras.
I also want to point out, which should be evident by 2.2, that even in the case of quantum SU2
there are undiscovered algebras arising from this theory.
The quantum group Gq together with the group action will be referred to a ’quantum orbifold’.
However, one should be careful with this terminology: since we are applying the torus group T ,
the resulting isotropy groups on the classical geometric level are not always finite. They are finite
if we choose a finite subgroup, and they are finite in some cases of the full torus action.
I.2. On Spectral Geometry of Noncommutative Orbifolds. A fundamental problem is to
develop a geometric theory for the quantum orbifolds. In differential geometry, an orbifold can be
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modeled in terms of the classical orbifold theory (”V-manifolds” [18], [19]), or as orbifold groupoids
in Lie groupoid theory[11, 12]. In any case, the fundamental idea is to have a collection of locally
defined smooth base manifolds subject to group actions and rules for gluing these together so that
the orbit space of the system has the desired structure. There are many ways of how to realize
the orbit space geometrically: for example, the teardrop orbifold which is one of the best known
examples, can be modeled as a global quotient of SU2 under an action of the circle group, or as a
system of two 2-dimensional open discs glued together so that one is subject to an action of a finite
rotation resulting in a cone shaped orbit space. One needs to set an equivalence relation between
any models which describe the same orbit space, including the isotropy types of its singularities.
This is what Morita equivalence does. For a deeper analysis of quantum orbifolds, one should
have an understanding of the spectral triples arising from quantum orbifolds as well as a precise
axiomatic formulation of the Morita equivalence in the theory of noncommutative orbifolds. In
this work the structure of the spectral triples will be studied.
Given a classical orbifold groupoid there are two relevant complex algebras which can be applied
for a construction of a spectral triple. The convolution algebra of the orbifold groupoid is useful
in the study of homology and K-theory. In particular one can apply the spectral triple theory for
the convolution algebras in the study of Fredholm index problems, [7]. Another approach is to
build a spectral triple on the subalgebra of invariant smooth functions. The invariant subalgebra
would seem to be the correct algebra for the study of metric properties since the geodesic lengths
between points in the same orbit is considered to be zero. However, in this case a difficulty arises
since the universal differential complex built from the algebra of smooth invariant functions is
not sufficiently large, [17]. More precisely, if the orbifold is singular, one does not get the whole
complex of invariant differential forms on the orbifold.
In the quantum orbifold theory the crossed product algebra replaces the convolution algebra. I
will construct Dirac spectral triples over the crossed product algebras and the invariant subalgebras
under some natural conditions which are introduced in Section 4. The spectral triples developed
in Section 4 are true geometric spectral triples which are built on the same principles as on the
geometric level: Theorem 2 is a noncommutative analogue of Theorem 1 in [8] and Theorem 4 is
a noncommutative analogue of Theorem 2 in [8]. In all of these 4 cases, the point is to construct
an equivariant spin lift and a Dirac operator acting on the spinors which is invariant under the
action of the orbifold. In the case of noncommutative orbifolds the construction is really only a
matter of careful design: since the orbifold acts under its embedding onto the natural quantum
group symmetries, one can use the Uqpgq-invariant Dirac operator on a quantum group, [14], [15].
The spin condition introduced in 4.2 is the most general condition one can set to make the spectral
triple well defined. In the case of SU2q spectral triples based on similar consideration have been
developed in [9] and [20].
The primary open problem is to understand the Morita equivalence on the level of spectral
triples of noncommutative orbifolds. This problem has been discussed in the case of geometric
orbifold groupoids in [10]. In this case a Morita equivalence operates as a unitary equivalence on
the invariant spectral triple over a compact spin orbifold. If the orbifold is also effective, then
the unitary equivalence extends to define a transformation of spectral triples over the convolution
algebra. The latter transformation is not a unitary equivalence in general. Based on this geometric
study, one should be able to find algebraic axioms for the Morita transformations of spectral triples.
The geometric study also suggest that an orbifold should be considered as nonsingular if and only if
the convolution spectral triple is Morita equivalent to the invariant spectral triple. This should be
viewed as a noncommutative geometric analogue of the geometric fact that an orbifold groupoid is
Morita equivalent to the unit groupoid over its orbit space if and only if the orbifold is nonsingular.
The freeness of noncommutative orbifolds has been recently discussed from the viewpoint of the
invariant algebra in [2], [3].
As an application I will study the following Fredholm index problem. An invariant spectral
triple can be coupled to an equivariant projective module which gives rise to a new invariant spectral
triple. The index problem for the coupled Dirac operator will be studied. Notice that the origin of
this problem is somewhere in the middle ground between the invariant formalism and the crossed
product (equivariant) formalism. The computation of the index can be done with the standard
mechanism in noncommutative geometry which in this case leads to a pairing of an equivariant
K-theory and an invariant cyclic cohomology. However, here we have got to the situation where the
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universal differential complex of the invariant spectral triple is not large enough but the problem
is fixed by introducing a larger complex of noncommutative invariant forms. In a general case,
the universal complex is not sufficient because the equivariant K-theory carries some information
which is not contained in the K-theory of the invariant subalgebra. Notice that the K-theory of the
invariant algebra would map to the universal complex of the invariant algebra through the usual
Chern character map, [6]. So, one may view the obstruction to send the equivariant K-theory to the
universal complex of the invariant algebra as a consequence of singularities on a noncommutative
level: if the theory was free of singularities, then the equivariant K-theory should be isomorphic
to the K-theory of the invariant algebra.
I acknowledge funding from the projects ”Gerbes, K-theory, and Infinite-Dimensional Lie
Groups” at the University of Helsinki and ”SFB 1085 Higher Invariants” at the University of
Regensburg.
I.3. Notation. Let G be a compact simple and simply connected Lie group, and g the complexified
Lie algebra. Fix a maximal torus T in G and denote by h the corresponding Cartan subalgebra of
g. Choose a system of simple roots tα1, . . . , αnu. Let a denote the n ˆ n-Cartan matrix and let
d1, . . . , dn denote a set of coprime integers so that pdiaijqij is symmetric. The bilinear form on h˚
is fixed so that pαi, αjq “ diaij . The generators hi, 1 ď i ď n for the Cartan subalgebra are fixed
so that αjphiq “ aij . Let P Ă h˚ denote the set of integral weights and P` the subset of dominant
integral weights.
The symbol q denotes a real number in p0, 1q.
1 Quantum Group Preliminaries
1.1. Fix a compact simple and simply connected Lie group G of rank n and follow the notation of
I.3. The Drinfeld-Jimbo algebra, Uqpgq, is the polynomial algebra over C generated by ei, fi, ki, k´1i
for 1 ď i ď n which are subject to the relations
rki, kjs “ 0, kik´1i “ 1 kiejk´1i “ q
aij
2
i ej , kifjk
´1
i “ q´
aij
2
i fj ,
rei, fjs “ δij k
2
i ´ k´2i
qi ´ q´1i
,
1´aijÿ
k“0
p´1qk
„
1´ aij
k

qi
eki eje
1´aij´k
i “ 0
1´aijÿ
k“0
p´1qk
„
1´ aij
k

qi
fki fjf
1´aij´k
i “ 0
where qi “ qdi and„
m
k

qi
“ rmsqi !rksqi !rm´ ksqi ! , rmsqi ! “ rmsqi ¨ ¨ ¨ r2sqir1sqi , rnsqi “
qni ´ q´ni
qi ´ q´1i
.
We fix the following Hopf structure in Uqpgq:
4qpkiq “ ki b ki 4qpeiq “ ei b ki ` k´1i b ei 4qpfiq “ fi b ki ` k´1i b fi
Sqpkiq “ k´1i Sqpeiq “ ´qei Sqpfiq “ ´q´1fi
qpkiq “ 1 qpeiq “ qpfiq “ 0
There is a ˚-structure in Uqpgq, an anti-automorphism given on the generators by ei˚ “ fi, fi˚ “ ei
and ki˚ “ ki, and extended anti-linearly. Now Uqpgq is a Hopf ˚-algebra.
Suppose that p%q,Mqq is a Uqpgq-representation. A vector v P Mq is called a weight µ-vector
if there is µ P P such that %qpkiqv “ qµphiq{2v. Denote by Mqpµq the subspace of Mq spanned
by the weight µ-vectors. A representation p%q,Mqq is admissible if it has a weight decomposition:
Mq “ ÀµPP Mqpµq. A representation p%q,Mqq is called a highest weight representation if there
are vectors vλ P V and λ P h˚ such that
%λ,qpkiqvλ “ q
λphiq
2
i vλ, %λ,qpeiqvλ “ 0
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for each i. The isomorphism classes of irreducible highest weight representations are indexed by
the dominant integral weights, λ P P`. Consider the category of finite dimensional admissible
Uqpgq-representations pC, g, qq. This category is semisimple. The simple objects are the irreducible
highest weight representations. There is a well known braided monoidal structure in the category
pC, g, qq, see e.g. [16].
1.2. We fix a highest weight ˚-representation %λq : Uqpgq Ñ BpMλq for each λ P P`. The matrix
elements of the ˚-representations satisfy %λqpx˚q “ p%λqpxqq: for all x P Uqpgq. Define the dual
compact quantum group of Gq by
{CrGqs “ à
λPP`
BpMλ,qq.
There is a ˚-bialgebra structure in {CrGqs which is inherited from Uqpgq since the representations
%λq : Uqpgq Ñ BpMλ,qq are all surjective. The von Neumann algebra W˚pGqq is the l8-product
of the finite dimensional algebras BpMλq for all λ P P`. This algebra should be understood as a
completion of the dual quantum group. We also define the algebraic product
UpGqq “
ź
λPP`
BpMλ,qq.
The algebra Uqpgq can also be realized as a subalgebra in UpGqq. There is a ˚-structure and a
˚-homomorphism 4q : W˚pGqq ÑW˚pGqq bW˚pGqq which extends to a ˚-homomorphism:
4q : UpGqq Ñ UpGq ˆGqq “
ź
pλ,µqPP`ˆP`
BpMλ,q bMµ,qq.
The universal R-matrix R P UpGqˆGqq is a unique element satisfying 4opq p¨q “ R4qp¨qR´1 and if
p%λq,Mλq is a finite dimensional representation with a highest weight vector vλ,λ, and if p%λ1q,Mλ1q
is a finite dimensional representation with a lowest weigth vector vλ1,µ, then
p%λq b %λ1qqpRqpvλ,λ b vλ1,µq “ qpλ,µqvλ,λ b vλ1,µ.
The simple objects on the category pC, g, qq and in the category of finite dimensional admissible
g-representations are parametrized by the same set, P`. The dimensions of the simple objects
match. So, the algebras W˚pGqq and W˚pGq are isomorphic. The group von Neumann algebra
W˚pGq is defined in terms of the representations of g and the bialgebraic structures in Upgq
determine bialgebraic structures in W˚pGq. The essential differences between W˚pGq and W˚pGqq
are described in the following theorem which we recall from [14].
Theorem 1. There exists a ˚-homomorphism φ : W˚pGqq ÑW˚pGq which identifies the centers,
and a unitary F PW˚pGq bW˚pGq so that
1. pφb φq4q “ F4p¨qF´1,
2. pεb ιqpFq “ pιb εqpFq “ 1,
3. pφb φqpRq “ F21qtF´1,
4. Φ “ pιb4qpF´1qp1bF´1qpF b 1qp4b ιqpFq defines an associativity morphism in
the braided tensor category of admissible g-modules with the braiding determined by
the symmetric group. This associator coincides with the Drinfeld’s associator.
In the previous theorem, we used t “ řk xk b xk P g b g where the sum is over an index set of
a basis of g which is normalized so that pxk, xlq “ ´δkl with respect to the Killing form. The
element F of Theorem 1 will be referred to a twist. The isomorphism of Theorem 1 extends to the
isomorphism
φ : UpGqq Ñ UpGq.
which identifies the centers.
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1.3. Define the vector space of matrix elements:
CrGqs “
à
λPP`
M˚λ,q bMλ,q.
Consider the standard nondegenerate bilinear pairing CrGqs b Uqpgq Ñ C determined by
tλµνpxq “ u˚λ,µp%λqpxquλ,νq.
There is a product in CrGqs which is determined by the relations
t1t2pxq “ t1px1qt2px2q
for all t1, t2 P CrGqs and x P Uqpgq. This product makes CrGqs a unital algebra: the unit is given
by a matrix coefficient of the trivial representation. The vector space basis in CrGqs can be chosen
by
tλµν “ u˚λ,µ b uλ,ν .
where λ runs over P`, the vectors uλ,ν define a weight-basis of the module Mλ and µ, ν run
over all the parameters of this basis. The Hopf structure in CrGqs can be fixed by requiring
that Uqpgq and CrGqs are Hopf dual with respect to the pairing. So, the coproduct is given by
4qptλµνq “
ř
η t
λ
µη b tλην . The dual ˚-structure in CrGqs is defined by t˚pxq “ tpSpxq˚q.
The enveloping algebra Uqpgq acts on CrSU2,qs under the right regular representation by
Bqpxqtλµν “ u˚λ,µ b %λqpxquλ,ν
Consider the following algebra automorphism in Uqpgq:
ϑpkiq “ k´1i , ϑpeiq “ ´fi, ϑpfiq “ ´ei.
It is straightforward to check that
4qpSqpϑpxqqq “ Sqpϑpx1qq b Sqpϑpx2qq.
Then we define the left action of Uqpgq on CrGqs by
lqpxqtλµν “ %˚λ,qpϑpxqqu˚λ,µ b uλ,ν .
Associated to the Haar state in CrGqs, there is the GNS triple pL2pGqq, pi, ξq where ξ is the
cyclic vector of the representation. Let η : CrGqs Ñ L2pGqq be the canonical map η : t ÞÑ tξ.
The basis is given by ηptλµνq where λ runs over P` and µ, ν over all their possible values. The
representation of CrGqs on L2pGqq is defined by
piptλµνqηptλ
1
µ1ν1q “ ηptλµνtλ
1
µ1ν1q,
and extended linearly. The algebra Uqpgq has the commuting right and left actions on L2pGqq
which are given on the basis by
Bqpxqηptλµνq “ ηpBqpxqtλµνq, lqpxqηptλµνq “ ηplqpxqtλµνq
for all x P Uqpgq and tλµν P CrGqs.
Proposition 1. The GNS representation is left and right equivariant with respect to the action
of Uqpgq in the sense that
Bqpxqppihptλµνqηptλ
1
µ1ν1qq “ pihpBqpx1qtλµνqηpBqpx2qtλ
1
µ1ν1q
lqpxqppihptλµνqηptλ
1
µ1ν1qq “ pihplqpx1qtλµνqηplqpx2qtλ
1
µ1ν1q
for all x P Uqpgq.
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Proof. For the first identity, notice that the left side can be written by ηpBqpxqptλµνtλ1µ1ν1qq whereas
the right side can be written by ηpBqpx1qtλµνBqpx2qtλ1µ1ν1q. Since η is injective, it is sufficient to show
that
Bqpxqptλµνtλ
1
µ1ν1q “ Bqpx1qtλµνBqpx2qtλ
1
µ1ν1 (1)
By the definition of the product, we have tλµνt
λ1
µ1ν1pxq “ tλµνpx1qtλ
1
µ1ν1px2q for all indices. This means
that the matrix elements of the right representation Bq are the same on both sides of (1), and so
the equality holds.
For the equivariance under the left representation, note that
tλµνt
λ1
µ1ν1pSqϑpxqq “ tλµνpSqpϑpxqq1qtλ
1
µ1ν1pSqpϑpxqq2q
“ tλµνpSqpϑpx1qqqtλ
1
µ1ν1pSqpϑpx2qqq.
So, the claim follows from the same consideration as in the right case. ˝
The left and right Uqpgq actions above determine two commuting actions of W˚pGqq on L2pGqq
which are still denoted by Bq and lq. These actions extend to give UpGqq two commuting actions
by densely defined unbounded operators on L2pGqq. The equivariance properties of Proposition 1
continue to hold for these actions.
2 The Algebras of Quantum Orbifolds
2.1. Let T be a maximal torus of G. The maximal torus may be viewed as a subset of the set of
group-like elements in UpGqq with respect to the homomorphism 4q. Concretely, the basis of the
Cartan subalgebra h in UpGqq is obtained by applying logq on the vectors k1, . . . , kn, and then the
torus is constructed by exponentiation. Denote by UpT q the image of the torus in UpGqq. Suppose
that K is a closed subgroup of T . Consider any action Θ : K ˆCrGqs Ñ CrGqs of K on the space
CrGqs which factors as a product of a left and a right actions,
Θpσ, tq “ lqpσp1qqBqpσp2qqt (2)
for all t P CrGqs and σ P K, so that σ ÞÑ rσp1q, σp2qs is a map K Ñ pUpT q ˆ UpT qq{ „ and the
equivalence relations is defined by
pσ1, σ2q „ pσ1µ, µ´1σ2q
if σ1, σ2 P UpT q and µ P UpT q X ZUpGqq where ZUpGqq is the center of UpGqq. The most
fundamental case is that σ ÞÑ σp1q, σ ÞÑ σp2q is a pair of group homomorphisms K Ñ UpT q and
they are given an action on CrGqs as in (2). However, this is not the most general case, as will
be evident from the examples in 2.3 and Section 3 where all these actions are found in the case of
SU3q.
Let us write σ Ź t to denote Θpσ, tq in CrGqs. A quantum group Gq equipped with an action
Θ satisfying the conditions introduced above is referred to a quantum orbifold Θ Ñ Gq.
Proposition 2. If Θ Ñ Gq is a quantum orbifold associated with an action of the group K, then
CrGqs is a K-algebra.
Proof. The antihomomorphism Sq ˝ ϑ in the left action lq restricts in UpT q as the identity homo-
morphism. Observe that the action (2) is independent on the choice of the equivalence class of
rσp1q, σp2qs for all σ P K. We need to show that the action Θ determines a map K Ñ AutpCrGqsq.
It is sufficient to show that the action is compatible with the product: if t1 and t2 are in CrGqs
and σ is in K then σ Ź t1t2 “ pσ Ź t1qpσ Ź t2q. The following holds for all x P UpGqq
pσ Ź t1t2qpxq “ t1t2pSqpϑpσp1qqqxσp2qq
“ t1t2pσp1qxσp2qq
“ t1ppσp1qxσp2qq1qt2ppσp1qxσp2qq2q
“ t1pσp1qx1σp2qqt2pσp1qx2σp2qq
“ pσ Ź t1qpx1qpσ Ź t2qpx2q
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where we have used the property that the images of σpiq are grouplike. ˝
The invariant quantum orbifold algebra CrGqsΘ consists of the vectors that are invariant under
the action Θ.
Proposition 3. The invariant subalgebra CrGqsΘ is an involutive algebra.
Proof. The dual matrix element of tλµν satisfies
ptλµνq˚pxq “ tλµνpSqpxq˚q
“ v˚λµp%λqpSqpxq˚qvλνq
“ v˚λµp%λqpSqpxqq:vλνq
“ v˚λµp%λqpSqpxqqtvλνq
“ tλ_´µ,´νpxq
where tλ
_
´µ,´ν are matrix elements of the dual representation p%˚λ,q,Mλ_q corresponding to the
weights ´µ and ´ν. So, given an action Θ as in (2), and σ P K, we can find yp1q and yp2q in h so
that σpaq “ eiypaq for a “ 1, 2 and then
σ Ź tλµν “ e i2 pµpyp1qq`νpyp2qqqtλµν (3)
and, according to the formula above, we have
σ Ź ptλµνq˚ “ σ Ź tλ
_
´µ,´ν (4)
“ e´ i2 pµpyp1qq`νpyp2qqqptλµνq˚
So, the invariant subalgebra is stable under the ˚-operation. ˝
It is often convenient to view a quantum group CrGqs as a ˚-algebra defined in terms of
generators and relations. In this case, it is sufficient to determine the action Θ on the generators
and apply Proposition 2 to define the action on the whole algebra. Then one can use (3) and (4)
to define the action on the ˚-conjugates.
Suppose that K is a finite subgroup of T . The crossed product quantum orbifold algebra
CrK ˙ Gqs is the linear space of all finite formal combinations of elements in K with coefficients
in CrGqs, and the product is defined by
pσ1 ¨ t1qpσ2 ¨ t2q “ pσ1σ2 ¨ t1pσ1 Ź t2qq
for all σ1, σ2 P K and t1, t2 P CrGqs, extended linearly. This is a ˚-algebra with
pσ ¨ tq˚ “ σ´1 ¨ pσ´1 Ź t˚q
for all σ P K and t P CrGqs, extended anti-linearly.
One could also define the crossed product algebra in the general case where K is not assumed
to be finite but this requires some modifications. The algebra CrGqs needs to be completed to
a topological algebra and then the elements of the crossed product algebra are continuous maps
from K to the algebra. In particular one can consider the C˚-algebraic completion of CrGqs which
leads to a C˚-crossed product algebra.
2.2. Let us first consider G “ SU2 very briefly. Take the maximal torus to be the diagonal
subgroup and identify it with T. The generator h of the Cartan subalgebra of g is chosen to be
h “ diagp1,´1q. The highest weights λ are parametrized by the half-integers 12N0 (the highest
weight vector vλ in Mλ corresponds to λ P 12N0 if %λqpkqvλ “ qλvλ). Following the notation of [9]
we denote by t
1
2
mn the matrix elements of the defining representations, m,n P t˘ 12u. We use the
symbols α and β for the generators of the ˚-algebra CrSU2qs which can be chosen by
α “ t 121
2 ,
1
2
and β “ t 121
2 ,´ 12 .
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The algebraic relations βα “ qαβ, β˚α “ qαβ˚, ββ˚ “ β˚β, αα˚`ββ˚ “ 1 and α˚α` q2β˚β “ 1
are straightforward to derive using the standard ˚-representatin of Uqpgq and the Hopf-duality with
Uqpsu2q, see [9].
Suppose that k and l are positive coprime integers and K “ T. Consider the action Θ which
factors through the map K Ñ pUpT q ˆ UpT qq{ „ given by
eiφ ÞÑ reiφpl´kqh{2, e´iφpl`kqh{2s. (5)
The matrix elements transform according to
eiφ Ź α “ e´ikφα, eiφ Ź β “ e`ilφβ
which defines a T-algebra structure in CrSU2qs. The fixed point algebra is known as the quantum
weighted projective plane CrWPklqs. If k “ l “ 1 we have the standard quantum sphere. If k “ 1
and l P N we have a quantum teardrop. Now take k “ 1, l P N and K “ Zp for some prime number
p. Then φ gets values in t 2pijp : j “ 1, . . . , pu and the associated fixed point algebra is the quantum
lens space algebra, [1].
3 Quantum Orbifolds on SU3q
3.1. The algebra Uqpsu3q is generated by ei, fi, ki, k´1i with i “ 1, 2. The highest weights of SU3
can be parametrized by the set N0ˆN0. The trivial representation corresponds to p0, 0q and p1, 0q
corresponds to the defining representation. The dual of Mp1,0q is isomorphic to Mp0,1q. We shall
also need to apply the 6-dimensional representation associated with the highest weight p2, 0q. Let
us fix the following notation
λ0 “ p0, 0q, λ1 “ p1, 0q, λ_1 “ p0, 1q, λ2 “ p2, 0q.
We fix p%λ1q,Mλ1q to be the 3-dimensional ˚-representation
%λ1qpe1q “ e12,
%λ1qpe2q “ e23,
%λ1qpk1q “ diagpq 12 , q´ 12 , 1q,
%λ1qpk2q “ diagp1, q 12 , q´ 12 q
where the basis vectors are parametrized by t1, 2, 3u and we use eij the matrix with only nonzero
entry 1 on the i’th row an j’th column. The ˚-representation p%λ_1 q,Mλ_1 q is fixed by
%λ_1 qpe1q “ e21,
%λ_1 qpe2q “ e32,
%λ_1 qpk1q “ diagpq´
1
2 , q
1
2 , 1q,
%λ_1 qpk2q “ diagp1, q´
1
2 , q
1
2 q.
In this module, the parameter 3 corresponds to the highest weight vector. For Mλ2 we use the
˚-representation
%λ2qpe1q “
ar2se12 `ar2se23 ` e45
%λ2qpe2q “ e24 `
ar2se35 `ar2se56
%λ2qpk1q “ qe11 ` e22 ` q´1e33 ` q 12 e44 ` q´ 12 e55 ` e66.
%λ2qpk2q “ e11 ` q 12 e22 ` q1e33 ` q´ 12 e44 ` e55 ` q´1e66.
The basis vectors are parametrized by t1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6u and the highest weight vector corresponds to
the parameter 1.
The generators of the algebra CrSU3qs can be taken to be any 9 linearly independent matrix
elements of M˚λ1 bMλ1 . We fix the generators tij “ vi˚ b vj for all 1 ď i, j ď 3, where vi are the
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basis vectors of Mλ1 for which the representation of Uqpsu3q is given by %λ1q. The commutation
relations for these generators can be solved by studying the tensor product decomposition
Mλ1 bMλ1 »Mλ2 ‘Mλ_1 .
We can use orthogonal Clebsch-Gordan matrices to change the tensor product basis on the left
side, on which Uqpsu3q acts rhtough the coproduct, to the basis of the module on the right hand
side. The product rule reads
tmntm1n1 “
ÿ
κPtλ_1 ,λ2u
„
λ1 λ1 κ
m m1 kκ
 „
λ1 λ1 κ
n n1 k1κ

tκkκ,k1κ . (6)
This can be derived exactly as in the case of SU2, see e.g. [9], and can be specialized for any
products in CrSU3qs. Relative to the representations fixed in the previous paragraph, the nonzero
Clebsch-Gordan coefficients are„
λ1 λ1 λ1˚
1 2 1

“
„
λ1 λ1 λ1˚
1 3 2

“
„
λ1 λ1 λ1˚
2 3 3

“
c
q
r2s„
λ1 λ1 λ1˚
2 1 1

“
„
λ1 λ1 λ1˚
3 1 2

“
„
λ1 λ1 λ1˚
3 2 3

“ ´
d
1
qr2s .
and „
λ1 λ1 λ2
1 1 1

“
„
λ1 λ1 λ2
2 2 3

“
„
λ1 λ1 λ2
3 3 6

“ 1„
λ1 λ1 λ2
2 1 2

“
„
λ1 λ1 λ2
3 1 4

“
„
λ1 λ1 λ2
3 2 5

“
c
q
r2s„
λ1 λ1 λ2
1 2 2

“
„
λ1 λ1 λ2
1 3 4

“
„
λ1 λ1 λ2
2 3 5

“
d
1
qr2s .
The highest weight vectors of the tensor product modules are normalized so that these matrices
are orthogonal. After a straightforward but slightly tedious computations one finds the following
formulas
tijtik “ qtiktij if j ă k
tiktjk “ qtjktik if i ă j
tijtkl “ tkltij if i ă k, j ą l
rtij , tkls “ pq ´ q´1qtiltkj if i ă k and j ă l.
The unit is a matrix element of the trivial representation. The module Mλ1 bMλ_1 is isomorphic
to a sum of the adjoint representation and the trivial representation. A direct computations with
the Clebsch-Gordan matrices gives
1 “ t3˚3t33 ` q´2t3˚2t32 ` q´4t3˚1t31.
The ˚-conjugates are given in the next proposition.
It is straightforward to write down formulas for the coproduct and the counit. The antipode
sends the matrix elements in the representation Mλ1 to the matrix elements in its dual Mλ_1 .
Explicit formulas can be obtained by studying the Hopf duality which gives the following.
Proposition 4. The antipode and the ˚-structure in the algebra CrGqs are fixed by the following
relations:
Sqpt11q “ t_11 Sqpt12q “ ´qt_21 Sqpt21q “ ´q´1t_12
Sqpt22q “ t_22 Sqpt23q “ ´qt_32 Sqpt32q “ ´q´1t_23
Sqpt33q “ t_33 Sqpt13q “ q2t_31 Sqpt31q “ q´2t_13.
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and ti˚j “ Sqptjiq for all 1 ď i, j ď 3.
In the operator algebraic literature, see e.g. [21], an antipode of a generator is typically written
as a sum of quadratics of the generators. However, note that Mλ_1 is a submodule of Mλ1 bMλ1
and so we can always write the elements t_ij as quadratics of the generators using the rule (6) and
the Clebsch-Gordan coefficients above.
3.2. Let T be the maximal torus of G and K a closed subgroup. Let h1 and h2 be the generators
of the Cartan subalgebra. There is a group isomorphism in T which sends the pair pT,Kq to
pT2,K1 ˆK2q so that Ki is T or a finite cyclic subgroup of roots of unity for i “ 1, 2. We wish to
find all the actions of K on CrSU3qs satisfying the conditions of 2.1. However, it is sufficient to solve
this problem for the groups K1 and K2 independently since the action of K is fully determined
by the actions of K1 and K2 and the actions of K1 and K2 can be defined independently on each
other. So, let us take K2 “ 0 (the one element subgroup of T) and let K1 be any closed subgroup
of T. Observe that any action Θ factor through the map K Ñ pUpT q ˆ UpT qq{ „ given by
peiφ, 1q ÞÑ reiφy1p1qh1eiφy2p1qh2 , eiφy1p2qh1eiφy2p2qh2s (7)
for some real numbers ybpaq, a, b P t1, 2u. Notice that the inner functions need to be linear in φ,
otherwise the action could not be well defined. We can fix the generators of h by h1 “ diagp1,´1, 0q
and h2 “ diagp0, 1,´1q.
Proposition 5. If K1 is a closed subgroup of T and K2 “ 0, then Θ determined by (7) defines a
quantum orbifold if and only if the real numbers ybpaq are chosen by
y1p1q “ k11 `
x
3
y2p1q “ k21 `
2x
3
y1p2q “ k12 `
2x
3
y2p2q “ k22 `
x
3
for some x “ 0, 1, 2 and kba P Z with a, b P t1, 2u.
Proof. The only nontrivial part to check is the 2pi-periodicity. Observe that
UpT q X ZUpSU3qq “ t1, ei 2pi3 h1ei 4pi3 h2 , ei 4pi3 h1ei 2pi3 h2u
which can be identified with the group Z3. If the value of the map (7) is evaluated modulo the
action of UpT q X ZUpSU3qq, then (7) is indeed 2pi-periodic if and only if x “ 0, 1, 2 and kba P Z.
˝
It is a simple task to write down the action on the generators of CrSU3qs with any choice of
x and ybpaq. Notice that if K1 “ Zp, then it is sufficient to let kab get values in t0, . . . , p´ 1u only.
Moreover, the same analysis as above can be applied with the subgroup K2 which lies in the second
cartesian component of T2, and the same list of available parameters applies.
Consider the case K “ T » T2 acting on the group SU3 under the adjoint action T ˆ SU3 Ñ
SU3; pσ, gq ÞÑ σgσ´1. This is an obvious case of a singular action since the maximal torus in SU3
lies in the singular locus. In fact, this is a case of a singular action groupoid which is not a classical
orbifold since the isotropy group along the maximal torus is the torus group K “ T . However, if
we take K to be a finite subgroup and let it act under the adjoint action we get a classical orbifold
model. In the quantum group theory, this corresponds to the action factoring through
peiφ, eiθq ÞÑ reiφh1eiθh2 , e´iφh1e´iθh2s.
The generators t11, t22 and t33 are invariant and the rest of the generators transform as
eiφ Ź t12 “ e2iφt12 eiθ Ź t12 “ e´iθt12
eiφ Ź t13 “ eiφt13 eiθ Ź t13 “ eiθt13
eiφ Ź t21 “ e´2iφt21 eiθ Ź t21 “ eiθt21
eiφ Ź t23 “ e´iφt23 eiθ Ź t23 “ e2iθt23
eiφ Ź t31 “ e´iφt31 eiθ Ź t31 “ e´iθt31
eiφ Ź t32 “ eiφt32 eiθ Ź t32 “ e´2iθt32.
The groups K1 and K2 in T2 can also be restricted to finite subgroups of T, and the parameters
φ and θ are defined accordingly.
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4 Spectral Geometry on Quantum Orbifolds
4.1. Let clpgq denote the complexified Clifford algebra associated with the Killing form in g and
let γ : gÑ clpgq be the canonical embedding satisfying γpxq2 “ px, xq1 for all x P g. There is a Lie
algebra homomorphism
Ăad : gÑ clpgq; Ăadpxq “ 1
4
ÿ
k
γpxkqγprx, xksq
where xk is a basis of g for which the relations pxk, xjq “ ´δkj hold. Then,
γprx, ysq “ rĂadpxq, γpyqs
for all x, y P g. Fix a complex irreducible spinor module (irreducible clpgq-representation) ps,Σq.
Now g is represented on Σ through s ˝Ăad. We shall use the following classical Dirac operator
D “
ÿ
k
´
xk b γpxkq ` 1
2
γpxkqĂadpxkq¯
which is an element in Upgqbclpgq. Let B denote the right regular representation of Upgq on L2pGq.
Then D “ pB b sqD is an unbounded densely defined self-adjoint operator on L2pGq b Σ.
Suppose that φ and F are fixed (recall Theorem 1). Following [14] we can define a quantum
group Dirac operator as an element in UpGqq b clpgq by
Dq “ pφ´1 b ιq
´
pιbĂadqpFqDpιbĂadqpF˚q¯.
Now Dq “ pBq b sqDq is an unbounded densely defined self-adjoint operator on H “ L2pGqq b Σ.
The group UpT q acts on H under the following bounded representations
σ ÞÑ lqpσq b ι and σ ÞÑ Bqpσq b s ˝Ăad ˝ φpσq
for all σ P UpT q and the Dirac operator Dq commutes with both actions.
Let us write sqpσq “ s ˝Ăad ˝ φpσq for all σ P UpT q.
4.2. If the dimension of G is an odd integer, then there are two isomorphism classes of irreducible
spinor modules and if the dimension is even, then there is one isomorphism class. In the latter case,
the spinor module has a decomposition Σ “ Σ` ‘ Σ´ so that the operators of the representation
s ˝Ăad are even operators with respect to this decomposition, and the components Σ` and Σ´ are
g-modules. Moreover, there is the self-adjoint chirality operator ω and Σ˘ are the ˘1 eigenspaces
of ω.
Consider a quantum orbifold Θ Ñ Gq associated with an action of a closed subgroup K in T .
As a bounded action, Θ extends to define an action on the Hilbert space L2pGqq. We wish to lift
this action to the Hilbert space of spinors H. An action is called a lift of Θ if it factors according
to
σ Ź pηptq b vq “ ηpσ Ź tq b p%ˆpσqvq tb v P CrGqs b Σ
so that in the odd (respectively, even) dimensional case, %ˆ is a representation %ˆ : K Ñ BpΣq
(respectively, K Ñ BpΣ`q ‘ BpΣ´q), and the assignments
σ ÞÑ %ˆpσqp¨q%ˆpσq´1 and σ ÞÑ sqpσp2qqp¨qsqpσp2qq´1
define the same linear transformations in the space BpΣq (respectively, BpΣ`q ‘ BpΣ´q) for all
σ P K. If a lift exists, then Θ Ñ Gq is called a spin quantum orbifold. The lifts are referred to spin
structures. Notice that the spin structures depend on the choice of the ˚-isomorphism φ because
sq does.
Example 1. Consider the case G “ SU2 and T “ T. The irreducible spinor modules are 2-
dimensional and the action sq makes a spinor module an irreducible Uqpsu2q-module of highest
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weight 12 . The quantum orbifolds associated with the action (5) in 2.2 are all spin. The different
spin structures are studied in the reference [9], and they are parametrized by Z. The spin structures
arise since any 1-dimensional representation of T can be mapped to the center of BpΣq.
This example reveals the rather obvious point that in the case of a spin quantum orbifold, the
spin structures come in great numbers. This is not geometrically realistic, however, the condition
for the spin lift is exactly what is needed for the constructions of spectral triples. The difference
is that in a purely geometric level, the lifting problem is affiliated with a lifting problem of an
equivariant SOn-bundle but we do not need to worry about this.
Example 2. Let G “ SU3. We follow the notation of 3.2. Recall that all actions of K1 and
K2 on SU3q are mutually commutative and independent on each other and so the spin condition
can be studied independently. So, let us take K1 “ T and K2 “ 0. The basis of the irreducible
spinor module can be chosen so that Σ “ Σ` ‘ Σ´ decomposes into two irreducible components
psq˘,Σ˘q under the representation sq which are both isomorphic to the adjoint representation
Mp1,1q. Moreover, the basis can be chosen so that the Cartan elements h1 and h2 (considered as
elements in UpGqqq act on these modules by
sq˘ph1q “ diagp1, 2,´1, 0, 0, 1,´2,´1q and sq˘ph2q “ diagp1,´1, 2, 0, 0,´2, 1,´1q
In the notation of 3.2, the action of the element σp2q on the spinor module reads
sq˘pσp2qq “ diag
´
eiφpk
1
2`k22`xq, eiφp2k
1
2´k22`xq, eiφp´k
1
2`2k22q, 1,
1, eiφpk
1
2´2k22q, eiφp´2k
1
2`k22´xq, eiφp´k
1
2´k22´xq
¯
for all x “ 0, 1, 2. So, the map σ ÞÑ sqpσp2qq is a well defined reducible representation of K, and
%ˆpσq “ sqpσp2qq defines one spin structure. Now the spin structures are parametrized by Z ˆ Z
and they arise from the representations of T whose matrix elements lie in the center of BpΣ˘q.
It follows that the quantum orbifolds Θ Ñ SU3q are all spin: if K1 “ K2 “ T, then the map,
σ ÞÑ sqpσp2qq gives a spin structure, and this spin structure restricts to all closed subgroups.
It is not obvious that every quantum groupoid is spin. In the second example we found that
for x “ 1, 2 the map σ ÞÑ sqpσp2qq gives a representation. However, this observation is specific to
the highest weight p1, 1q: for example for the highest weights p1, 0q or p0, 1q this would not lead
to a well defined representation for the values x “ 1, 2. So, one might view this as an accidental
coincidence.
Let Θ Ñ Gq be a spin quantum orbifold. As a consequence of Proposition 1 we have that
σ Ź piptqψ “ pipσ Ź tqpσ Ź ψq
for all ψ P H, t P CrGqs and σ P K. It follows that pi b ι restricts to define a representation of
CrGqsΘ on the invariant subspace HΘ. However, let us not write the second tensor component
explicitly.
Theorem 2. Let Θ Ñ Gq be a spin quantum orbifold. The collection pCrGqsΘ, Dq,HΘq defines
a finite summable spectral triple which is even if dim(G) is even. Up to a unitary equivalence of
spectral triples, this model is independent on the choices of F and φ.
Proof. The algebra CrGqsΘ is a ˚-algebra by 2.1 and the representation pi is faithful on HΘ because
it is a restriction of a faithful representation on H. The quantum Dirac operator commutes with
the action of K on H. To see this let us study the commuting right and lend actions independently:
pBqpσp2qq b %ˆpσqqDq
“ pBqpσp2qq b %ˆpσqqDqpBqpσp2qq´1 b %ˆpσq´1qpBqpσp2qq b %ˆpσqq
“ pBqpσp2qq b sqpσp2qqqDqpBqpσp2qq´1 b sqpσp2qq´1qpBqpσp2qq b %ˆpσqq
“ DqpBqpσp2qq b %ˆpσqq
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where the last equality follows from the UpT q-invariance of Dq, and
plqpσp1qq b ιqDq “ Dqplqpσp1qq b ιq
for all σ P K. It follows that Dq restricts to define an unbounded densely defined self-adjoint
operator on HΘ. The commutators rDq, piptqs extend to bounded operators because this holds in
the larger Hilbert space H, [14] Theorem 3.7. Moreover, the summability of Dq is finite since this
is the case for Dq in the larger space H.
Consider the case of even dimensional G. Since the action of K on Σ “ Σ` ‘ Σ decomposes
as Σ˘ Ñ Σ˘, this action commutes with the chiral grading ω on the quantum group model over
CrGqs. Thus, ω restricts on HΘ to define a chiral grading.
If F , F 1 is a pair of twists, then by [15], Theorem 6.1.(i) the associated Dirac operators are
exactly the same. Then suppose that φ, φ1 is a pair of ˚-isomorphisms UpGqq Ñ UpGq. There
is a unitary element u so that φ1p¨q “ uφp¨qu˚. The Dirac operators are related as follows, [15]
Theorem 6.1.(ii)
D1q “ p1bĂadpuqqDqp1bĂadpu˚qq.
It remains to prove that the unitary transformation p1 b s ˝ Ăadpuqq on H restricts to define an
equivalence of invariant spectral triples. The chirality operator commutes with p1 b s ˝ Ăadpuqq
because the image of Ăad is even with respect to the Clifford grading. Suppose that σ P K and
tb v P CrGqs b Σ`, then
p1b s ˝Ăadpuqqσ Ź ptb vq “ pσ Ź tq b ps ˝Ăadpuq%ˆpσqvq
“ pσ Ź tq b ζps ˝Ăadpuqsqpσp2qqvq
“ pσ Ź tq b ζps ˝Ăadpuφpσp2qqqvq
“ pσ Ź tq b ζps ˝Ăadpφ1pσp2qquqvq
“ pσ Ź tq b p%ˆ1pσqs ˝Ăadpuqvq
“ σ Ź p1b s ˝Ăadpuqqptb vq
for some ζ in the center of BpΣ`q. The same analysis shows that the action of K commutes with
this unitary operator on CrGqsbΣ´. So p1bs˝Ăadpuqq sends the invariant subspaces to each other.
Since the representation of CrGqsΘ commute with this operator we get a unitary equivalence of
spectral triples. ˝
4.3. In what follows we see that the universal differential algebra associated with the spectral triple
of Theorem 2 might not be large enough for the study of index problems with coupling determined
by an equivariant module. For this reason we introduce an additional piece of data, the complex
C‚ where Ck is the subspace of CrGqsbk`1 consists of the invariant elements under
σ Ź pt0 b ¨ ¨ ¨ b tkq “ pσ Ź t0q b ¨ ¨ ¨ b pσ Ź tkq.
for each k P N0. So, in particular C0 “ CrGqsΘ. With each ck P Ck we associate a universal
differential form by
ck “ t0 b ¨ ¨ ¨ b tk ÞÑ pipt0qrDq, pipt1qs ¨ ¨ ¨ rDq, piptkqs.
By the analysis of spectral triples on quantum groups, [14], these forms extend to bounded operators
on H. Since Dq is K-invariant, the invariant forms restrict to define bounded operators on HΘ.
4.4. Suppose that G is an even dimensional Lie group of dimension 2n and K is a closed subgroup
of T . Let CrKs be the group Hopf algebra of K: the Hopf structure is the primitive one. The
action of K on CrGqs determines an action of CrKs on CrGqs which we denote by Θ.
Following [13], we can identify the CrKs-equivariant projective modules on CrGqs with the
CrKs-invariant idempotents in endpV q b CrGqs where V ranges over the finite representations
pρ, V q of the Hopf algebra CrKs. The invariance is under the action
σ Ź pAb tq “ ρpσqAρpσq´1 b pσ Ź tq
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for A b t P endpV q b CrGqs. Two such elements p P endpV q b CrGqs and p1 P endpV 1q b CrGqs
are defined to be equivalent if there exists CrKs-invariant elements γ P hompV, V 1q b CrGqs and
γ1 P hompV 1, V q bCrGqs so that γγ1 “ p1 and γ1γ “ p. One can take direct sums of these modules
and define the monoid structure in the set of equivalence classes of CrKs-equivariant projective
modules. The Hopf-equivariant (even) K-theory group KΘpCrGqsq is the Grothendieck group
completion.
Consider a Hopf equivariant module p P endpV qbCrGqs for some finite representation V of the
Hopf algebra CrKs. Then, for all k P N0 we define the components of the character of p by
chΘ2kppq “ trppb ¨ ¨ ¨ b pq,
where p appears 2k ` 1 times on the right side and tr is the usual matrix trace operation applied
for the tensor products of matrix valued algebra elements, [6].
Proposition 6. The characters of the Hopf-equivariant projective modules are elements in the
complex C‚: chΘ2kppq P C2k for all k P N0.
Proof. Suppose that σ P CrKs and p “ řiAi b ti. Then
σ Ź chΘ2kppq “ σ Ź
ÿ
i0,...,i2k
trpAi0 ¨ ¨ ¨Ai2kqti0 b ¨ ¨ ¨ b ti2k
“
ÿ
i0,...,i2k
trpAi0 ¨ ¨ ¨Ai2kqpσ Ź ti0q b ¨ ¨ ¨ b pσ Ź ti2kq
“
ÿ
i0,...,i2k
trpρpσqAi0ρpσq´1 ¨ ¨ ¨ ρpσqAi2kρpσq´1qpσ Ź ti0q b ¨ ¨ ¨ b pσ Ź ti2kq
“ chΘ2kpσ Ź pq “ chΘ2kppq.
The last equality follows from the invariance of p. ˝
Nothing in the previous proof indicates that the characters would be an element in the universal
differential complex determined by the invariant subalgebra: the individual tensor components may
not lie in CrGqsΘ or CrGqsΘ{C. It is well known in the classical differential geometry that in the
case of nontrivial isotropy, the universal complex determined by the invariant smooth functions is
too small to be a target for nontrivial character maps from equivariant K-theory, see [8], [17]. On
the other hand, if the group action is free, then this complex is sufficient. Since we are modeling a
noncommutative orbifold, we have introduced the larger complex C‚ which was proven to be large
enough.
Denote by Ck the space of linear functional on Ck. Since the action of CrKs on Ck applies the
cocommutative coproduct, the cyclicity and Hochschild coboundary operators restrict to define
the linear maps
λ : Ck Ñ Ck and b : Ck Ñ Ck`1
for all k P N0. The cyclic subcomplex of C‚ consist of the cyclic functionals: c P C‚ such that
λpcq “ c. The Hopf-invariant cyclic cohomology HC‚ΘpCrGqsq is the cohomology of the cyclic
subcomplex C‚ associated with the coboundary operator b.
Proposition 7.
1. For all k P N0, there are the pairings
KΘpCrGqsq ˆHC2kΘ pCrGqsq Ñ C
prps, rcsq ÞÑ cpchΘ2kppqq.
2. If 2n is the dimension of G, then
ch2nΘ pt0 b ¨ ¨ ¨ b t2nq “ p´1q
n
2
Tr pωFqrFq, pipt0qs ¨ ¨ ¨ rFq, pipt2nqsq
defines a class in the Hopf-invariant cyclic cohomology, ch2nΘ P HC2nΘ pAq.
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Proof. The pairing of item 1 is independent on the choice of the K-theory class and cyclic coho-
mology class which is proved as in the nonequivariant case. If the summability of Dq on H is 2n,
then it is 2n or less in HΘ. Then the commutators rFq, piptiqs are in the Schatten ideal L2n`1pHΘq
and so by Holder inequality, ch2nΘ is well defined. It is well known that the functional of item 2 is
in the kernel of b and so defines a cocycle. ˝
Let p be a representative of a Hopf-equivariant projective module in endpV q b CrGqs. The
primitive coproduct in CrKs makes V bH a CrKs-module and we can take the invariant subspace.
The projections
p˘ “ 1˘ ω
2
pippq
commute with the action of CrKs and so they restrict to projection operators on the invariant
subspace of V b H. Denote by HΘ˘p the CrKs-invariant ranges. The operator pDqp is CrKs-
invariant and off diagonal with respect to the chiral grading, and so we have the components
Dp`q “ p´Dqp` : HΘ`p Ñ HΘ´p and Dp´q “ p`Dqp´ : HΘ´p Ñ HΘ`p .
As usual we can define the approximate sign of Dpq which is given by
Fp˘q “ p¯ Dqb
1`D2q
p˘.
The index of the component Fp`q depends only on the Hopf-equivariant K-theory class of p. One
can compute the index by pairing the character ch2nΘ , with n sufficiently large, with the K-theory
element rps. The next theorem is easily verified with the standard analysis of Fredholm index
problems in noncommutative geometry.
Theorem 3. If 2n is the dimension of G, then the index of Fp`q on the invariant subspace HΘ`p is
given by the pairing
indpFp`qq “ prch2nΘ s, rpsq
for any Hopf-equivariant projective module p.
Proof. If P : H1 Ñ H2 is a Fredholm operator and Q : H2 Ñ H1 its parametrix (H1 and H2 are
complex Hilbert spaces) and if 1´PQ and 1´QP are both in the Schatten ideal L 2n`12 , then the
index of P can be computed by [4], [5]
indpP q “ Trpp1´ PQqk ´ p1´QP qkq
for any integer k ě p2n ` 1q{2. Following [5], we write P “ Fp`q : HΘ`p Ñ HΘ´p and Q “ Fp´q :
HΘ´p Ñ HΘ`p . Then the operators 1´ PQ and 1´QP are the `` and ´´ components of
p´ pFqpFqp “ ´prFq, ps2p P L 2n`12 .
A standard algebraic manipulation leads to
p´1qn
2
TrpωFqrFq, ps2n`1q “ Trpωpp´ pFqpFqpqn`1q
and the right hand side computes the index because ω “ diagp1,´1q. ˝
4.5. Let Θ Ñ Gq be a quantum orbifold associated with a finite subgroup K in T . If the action Θ
of K on CrGqs is faithful, then Θ Ñ Gq is defined to be an effective quantum orbifold. Consider
the crossed product algebra CrK ˙Gqs of 2.1. This algebra can be represented on the space H by
setting
$pσ ¨ tqψ “ piptqpσ Ź ψq (8)
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for all σ P K, t P CrK ˙Gqs and ψ P H, and extended linearly.
Theorem 4. Let Θ Ñ Gq be an effective spin quantum orbifold associated with a finite group K.
Then the collection pCrK˙Gqs, Dq,Hq defines a dim(G)-summable spectral triple which is even if
dim(G) is even. Up to a unitary equivalence of spectral triples, this model is independent on the
choices F and φ.
Proof. Denote by σi, i “ t1, . . . , pu the set of group elements. To see that $ is a faithful
representation it is sufficient to check that the operators $pσi ¨ tλµνq are linearly independent for
all possible indices i, µ, ν and λ. Suppose that $pσi ¨ tλµνq and $pσi1 ¨ tλ1µ1ν1q are linearly dependent
and let these operators act on the subspace 1 b Σ. Now we see that tλµν “ tλ1µ1ν1 must hold and
%ˆpσiq “ %ˆpσjq must hold. Then we fix v P Σ and let the operators act on CrGqsbv. It then follows
from the faithfulness of the action K on CrGqs that σi “ σj must hold. So, the representation $
is faithful.
Since Dq and H are given exactly as in the quantum group model which is an isospectral model,
the spectral properties of the Dirac operator are as in the case of the Lie group G. In particular,
the summability is as claimed. The K-invariance of Dq gives us the following commutator formula
rDq, $pσ ¨ tqsψ “ Dqpiptqpσ Ź ψq ´ piptqpσ Ź pDqψqq
“ rDq, piptqspσ Ź ψq.
if ψ is in the domain of Dq. It follows that the commutators rDq, $pσ ¨ tqs extend to bounded
operators on H. In the even dimensional cases, the quantum group model has the chirality operator
ω which anticommutes with Dq and ω commutes with the representation $ because the action of
K and the representation pi commute with the chirality operator.
The choice of the twist does not have an effect on the Dirac operator. In the proof of Theorem
2 we observed that if φ and φ1 is a pair of ˚-homomorphism UpGqq Ñ UpGq, then the resulting
Dirac operator are unitary conjugates, and the action of K commutes with the unitary operator.
So, the unitary operator commutes with the representation $ and so induces a unitary equivalence
of spectral triples. ˝
It would be interesting to understand the structure of the crossed product quantum orbifold
C˚-algebras, in particular their K-theory. On a classical topological level, the equivariant K-theory
classifies equivariant vector bundles and the K-theory groups are very accurate tools to capture
information of the isotropy of the action. If the action is free, then the equivariant K-theory is
isomorphic to the ordinary K-theory of the quotient. The difference between the equivariant K-
theory and the K-theory of the quotient measures the singularity of the action. In the quantum
orbifold model, the problem if finding singularities can be approached by studying the difference
of the K-theory groups of the crossed product C˚-algebra CpK ˙ Gqq and the fixed point C˚-
algebra CpGqqΘ. For example, consider the quantum teardrop corresponding to the parameters
pk, lq “ p1, lq introduced in 2.2. Classically such teardrop orbifold would have a Zl isotropy but
being homeomorphic to S2, the quotient space would be insensitive to the effects of the isotropy
group. On the other hand, the K-theory groups for the fixed point quantum teardrop C˚-algebras
are given by K0pCpGqqΘq » Zl`1 and K1pCpGqqΘq » 0. So, it would seem that this model is
sensitive to the effects of the isotropy already on the quotient level. However, the K-theory of the
fixed point algebra is insensitive to the change the parameter k, and for this reason, one should
study the algebra CpK ˙Gqq if k ą 1. This discussion is also in agreement with the results of [2].
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